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Abstract— Socially Assistive Robots (SARs) have demon-
strated success in the delivery of interventions to individuals
with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). To date, these robot-
mediated interventions have primarily been designed and im-
plemented by robotics researchers. It remains unclear whether
therapists could independently utilize robots to deliver therapies
in clinical settings. In this paper, we conducted a study to in-
vestigate whether therapists could design and implement robot-
mediated interventions for children with ASD. Furthermore, we
compared therapists’ performance, efficiency, and perceptions
towards using a Virtual Reality (VR) and kinesthetic-based
interface for delivering robot-mediated interventions. Overall,
our results demonstrated therapists could independently design
and implement interventions with a SAR. They were faster at
designing a new intervention using VR than a kinesthetic inter-
face. Therapists also had similar performance to delivering in-
person interventions when utilizing VR to deliver interventions
with the robot. Therapists reported moderate workload using
the VR interface and perceived VR to be usable.

I. INTRODUCTION

A major application area for Socially Assistive Robots
(SARs) is providing therapeutic treatment to individuals with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). According to the Center
for Disease Control, 1 in 54 individuals are identified with
ASD [1]. ASD is a condition that affects an individual’s
social, emotional, adaptive and communication skills [1].
Early intervention for ASD has long-term positive impacts
for these individuals [2], making it a current focus for
SAR research. In general, these robot-mediated interventions
(RMIs) have demonstrated positive outcomes [3]–[10].

While research on SARs for the delivery of therapies to
individuals with ASD has primarily focused on those with
ASD, the end-users (e.g., therapists) operating the robots
have not received the same level of exploration [11]. End-
user perceptions are important because if they do not feel
they have the capability and/or knowledge to operate the
technology, it will not be used. A study with experienced
and future professionals demonstrated positive feedback and
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interest in using SARs for therapies but the participants
felt they did not have the knowledge to use the technology
[12]. The study in [12] was limited because end-users were
provided only a brief demonstration of the robot’s capabili-
ties but did not operate the robot. Furthermore, RMIs have
primarily been designed and implemented by researchers
[13]. It remains unclear whether end-users could design
interventions and operate robots to deliver an intervention. It
is important to enable end-users to operate SARs so they can
evaluate the clinical applicability of RMIs [13], [14]. Hence,
there is presently an open opportunity to identify: 1) whether
end-users could be trained to operate a SAR to deliver new
therapies and 2) what tools would be most effective for end-
users to operate a SAR.

Herein, we will focus on end-users operating SARs via
teleoperation as it is a valuable tool for: 1) rapidly proto-
typing, evaluating, and implementing interventions delivered
by a SAR; 2) data collection for development of the auton-
omy of a robot; and 3) evaluating models for human-robot
interactions (HRIs) [15]–[18]. Putting these technologies
directly in the hands of end-users, via teleoperation, will
ensure that RMI can be evaluated for their clinical validity,
which addresses an existing gap in RMIs [13]. Teleoperation
also enables end-users to understand the capabilities and
limitations of SARs as they are developed for interventions.

In this study, we investigate whether therapists can be
trained to design and operate SARs to effectively, as well as
efficiently, deliver new therapies to individuals with ASD.
We also investigate therapist performance, efficiency, and
perceptions with two different interfaces for designing RMIs
and teleoperating a SAR to deliver the intervention. Namely,
studies have shown that due to the rapidly changing needs of
individuals with ASD, end-users require simple, fast, flexible,
and usable controls for a robot [19]. Furthermore, we focus
on therapies requiring a humanoid SAR to communicate both
verbally and nonverbally as a majority of clinically relevant
therapies for individuals with ASD require human-like verbal
and nonverbal communication skills [20]–[22].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

To date, SARs delivering therapies to individuals with
ASD have primarily used pre-scripted social behaviors while



the robot is teleoperated [3], [4], [15], [17], [23]. A com-
mon method for pre-scripting motions of robot behaviors
is kinesthetic teaching [24]. Using pre-scripted behaviors
requires the user to create all the behaviors a robot should
utilize prior to an interaction, which can result in repetitive
interactions. Furthermore, kinesthetic teaching can lead to
unnatural body language and can be a difficult process for
creating social behaviors as interpersonal communication is
an automatic process that humans find difficult to describe
explicitly [25], [26]. Professionals working with this pop-
ulation have indicated such repetitive and unnatural robot
behaviors must be used with care as the goal of therapy is not
to teach individuals with ASD to interact with a robot, but to
enable them to generalize skills to human-human interactions
[27], [28]. To effectively teach individuals with ASD skills
used in human interactions, robots should model human-like
variation during communication. Virtual Reality (VR) motion
tracking could be a technology that enables therapists to
naturally teleoperate a robot during the delivery of therapies.

VR motion tracking systems have demonstrated success
for teleoperating industrial robots [29]–[31] and humanoid
robots [32]–[34] for physical manipulation tasks. The VR
systems developed for industrial robots have enabled users to
teleoperate the position and orientation of robot end effectors
while they were immersed in the robot’s perspective [29]–
[31]. In [31], users were more successful and efficient in
completing manipulations when using VR rather than a
joystick to control a robot. Additionally, VR was perceived
as intuitive and easier to use. VR has also been utilized
for joint-based teleoperation of humanoid robot upper torsos
[32]–[34]. These systems either utilized skeleton tracking
to determine a user’s joint positions [32], [33] or infer
joint positions according to limited user pose information
[34]. Joint positions are used to compute joint angles of
the user’s arm and mapped to a robot’s joint angles, so the
user can teleoperate the robot by moving their own body. A
study with novice users demonstrated that joint-based VR
teleoperation of a humanoid robot for manipulation tasks
was preferred over kinesthetic guidance [34]. Users also
had a lower perceived workload and were more efficient
performing tasks requiring two arms when using VR.

Despite the positive results with physical tasks, VR-based
control has yet to be evaluated in teleoperating a robot for
social tasks. Social tasks focus on clearly communicating a
message to a communication partner through verbal, nonver-
bal, and affective cues. Teleoperating a robot to communicate
effectively requires the simultaneous control of a robot’s
voice as well as the dynamics, position, and orientation of all
the joints due to nonverbal communication being a whole-
body effort [35]. In contrast, users teleoperating a robot
for a manipulation task will primarily focus on only the
robot’s end effectors [29]–[34]. Prior works on evaluating
users’ experiences utilizing VR systems to teleoperate a robot
have focused on only physical tasks where the environment
is static and can only be altered by the robot [31], [34].
However, during a social task the communication partner
has their own beliefs, affect, goals, and intentions, therefore

requiring a robot to rapidly adapt to an individual. Such
adaptation is important because humans will have negative
attitudes towards a robot if it fails to follow social norms or
produces socially inappropriate behaviors within the context
of an interaction [36]–[39].

In this paper, we uniquely investigate the efficacy, ef-
ficiency, and user perceptions of a VR-based system to
teleoperate a humanoid SAR to accomplish a social task
requiring verbal and nonverbal behaviors. Our hypothesis is
that a VR-based teleoperation system will be more effective,
efficient, and perceived more positively than other modalities.
We hypothesize that since interpersonal communication is a
process humans find difficult to describe, a socially immer-
sive interface will enable a user to be engaged in the HRI
and naturally control robot communication behavior.

III. VIRTUAL REALITY-BASED TELEOPERATION SYSTEM

A VR-based system was developed for teleoperating a
humanoid robot to perform social tasks while immersed in a
robot’s perspective. We focused on humanoids because they
can exhibit human-like verbal and nonverbal communication.
This enables individuals with ASD that interact with robots
in RMIs to potentially better transfer learned skills to real
life human-human contexts [11]. The VR system developed
is presented in Fig. 1a. The system consisted of three main
modules: 1) a VR-based teleoperation interface; 2) a VR
renderer; and 3) a kinematics solver. The VR-based teleoper-
ation interface consisted of a head mounted display (HMD),
hand-held controllers, and a microphone so that a user could
teleoperate the robot. The VR rendering module generated
the graphical output displayed on a HMD to provide visual
feedback to the user and create an immersive experience
from the perspective of the robot. The kinematics solver
utilized the sensed HMD and hand-held controller positions
to determine the joint angles of the user so that they could
be mapped to the humanoid’s joints.

A. Pepper Humanoid Robot
We utilized the Pepper robot as an example use case for

our VR system. Pepper can exhibit human-like upper body
movements using two degrees of freedom (DOF) in the neck,
five DOF in each arm, and one DOF in each hand. The two
DOF in the robot’s neck provides yaw and pitch rotations of
the head. The five DOF in each of the robot’s arms allow
shoulder pitch and roll, elbow yaw and roll, and wrist yaw
movements. The one DOF in each hand open and closes the
robot’s hands. The robot can monitor the environment around
itself via an RGB camera and microphone sensor. The NaoQi
SDK was used to interface with the robot [40].

B. VR-based Teleoperation Interface
The VR-based interface was developed to take user in-

puts for teleoperating a robot and immersing a user in
the robot’s perspective. The OpenVR SDK and SteamVR
runtime were used for all VR software development [41]
[42]. The commercially available HTC Vive HMD, hand-
held controllers, and microphone were used as input devices
by the user to control the robot’s head, arms, and voice
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Fig. 1. a) VR-based Teleoperation System Architecture and b) Kinesthetic Interface

respectively. Users could naturally move their head while the
HMD tracked the position and orientation. Users could also
move their arms while the hand-held controllers tracked the
user’s hand position and orientation. These head, arm, and
hand teleoperation inputs were provided to the kinematics
solver module to map user to robot motions. The user could
also speak at the robot’s location through a microphone
streaming audio to the robot’s speaker. The HMD was also
used to immerse a user within a social interaction from the
perspective of the robot. Audio from the robot’s microphone
was transmitted to the user’s headphones and the egocentric
view of the visual information perceived by the robot was
transmitted to the HMD. This is achieved by the VR renderer
module generating graphics from the RGB camera in the
robot’s head to be displayed to the teleoperator in the HMD.

C. VR Renderer
An OpenGL-based VR rendering engine displayed a vir-

tual dashboard and a first-person perspective of the robot’s
viewpoint in the HMD. Once equipped with the HMD, the
user was immersed in a virtual environment with a dashboard
of instructions on how to activate the robot teleoperation.
When activated, the user was immersed in a first-person
perspective of the robot’s viewpoint and received control of
the robot’s upper body.

A monoscopic view of the RGB camera in the robot’s
head was presented in the HMD to provide a user the robot’s
viewpoint. A monoscopic view was utilized because unlike
physical manipulation tasks, depth perception is not required
for non-contact socially interactive tasks. Stereoscopic views
also have the potential to increase the risk of cybersickness
if the rendered views do not match a user’s physiology [43],
which can be amplified by latency during head motions [44].
To reduce these discrepancies, a virtual screen was created
in the VR environment so that the robot’s RGB camera
stream could be displayed on it. The virtual screen was a
fixed distance from the user. If the user moved their head,
the virtual screen would follow their head motions so that it
remained centered in their view. This technique of projecting
a robot’s view onto a screen, instead of directly into each of
the user’s eyes, has been shown to reduce motion sickness
and improve immersion [45].

D. Kinematics Solver
The primary goal was to enable a user to naturally

demonstrate motions and map these motions to a humanoid.

The kinematics solver module enabled a user to control
a robot’s joint movements using a HMD and two hand-
held controllers. The HTC Vive tracked and provided a
transformation matrix for each of the devices relative to an
origin frame (i.e., the ground). We used a modified version of
the kinematics presented in [34] to map user motions to robot
motions based on the HMD and controller transformations.

The user’s head motions were mapped to the robot by
controlling the robot’s neck yaw (ψn) and pitch (θn). This
was accomplished by directly mapping the yaw and pitch
components from the transformation matrix of the tracked
HMD (Th

o ) to the robot’s neck yaw and pitch rotations:

ψn = yaw(Th
o ), θn = −pitch(Th

o ) (1)

User arm motions were mapped to the robot motions by first
determining the elbow position of the user. Based on empir-
ical evaluation, we approximated the user’s wrists remained
fixed when holding a controller due to the ergonomics of
it, and for adults their elbow position was offset by 35
cm in the positive z direction from the controller: pec =[
0 0 0.35

]
. The elbow position was then transformed into

the shoulder reference frame where the shoulder pitch and
roll were calculated. The transformation matrix from the
shoulder to the head was taken from [34], which was derived
from anthropomorphic measurements of adults. Formally, the
HMD to shoulder transformation matrix (Th

s ) was defined as:

Th
s =


0 0 −1 0
−1 0 0 0.21
0 1 0 0.225
0 0 0 1


 Rh

o

0
0
0

0 0 0 1

 (2)

where Rh
o is the rotation matrix of the HMD from the origin

and used to ensure the shoulder frame was not affected by
the rotation of a user’s head. The position of the elbow can
then be transformed into the shoulder frame (pes) by:

pes = Th
s (T

h
o )

−1T c
o p

e
c (3)

Given the position of the elbow in the shoulder frame, the
shoulder pitch (θs) can be calculated by:

θs = atan2(−pes,z, pes,x) (4)

Prior to calculating the shoulder roll, the elbow position in
the shoulder frame needs to account for the shoulder pitch
rotation. The elbow position in the shoulder frame after the



shoulder pitch rotation (pes′) can be determined by:

pes′ =

[
cos θs 0 − sin θs
0 1 0

sin θs 0 cos θs

]
pes (5)

The shoulder roll angle (φs) can then be calculated by:

φs = atan2(pes′,y, p
e
s′,x) (6)

To calculate the elbow angles, it was necessary to infer the
direction of the forearm. We approximated the forearm to be
in the -z direction relative to the controller: efc =

[
0 0 −1

]
.

We can determine the direction of the forearm in the elbow
frame (efe ) after the shoulder pitch and roll rotations by:

efe = Rs
e ∗Rh

s ∗ (Rh
o )

−1 ∗Rc
o ∗ efc (7)

where the rotation matrix between the shoulder and elbow
(Rs

e) was defined as:

Rs
e =

 cosφs sinφs 0

− sinφs cosφs 0

0 0 1

[cos θs 0 − sin θs
0 1 0

sin θs 0 cos θs

]
(8)

Once the forearm direction is in the the elbow frame of
reference we can then calculate the elbow yaw (ψe) by:

ψe = atan2(efe,z, e
f
e,y) (9)

The forearm direction in the elbow frame needs to account
for the elbow yaw prior to calculating the elbow roll. The
forearm in the elbow frame after the elbow yaw (efe′ ) is:

efe′ =

1 0 0
0 cosψe sinψe

0 − sinψe cosψe

 efe (10)

The elbow roll (φe) can then be calculated by:

φe = atan2(efe′,y, e
f
e′,x) (11)

The wrist joints for the robot remained fixed and a fist could
be made by the user pressing the trigger on the controllers.

IV. USER STUDY WITH THERAPISTS

We conducted a study with therapists from an Applied Be-
havior Analysis (ABA) clinic for children with ASD to evalu-
ate whether therapists could plan, design, and implement an
RMI. We also compared our developed VR interface with
an existing kinesthetic-based interface, SoftBank Robotics
Choregraphe [46], available for Pepper. We evaluated ther-
apist training time, efficiency, performance, and perceptions
for the two methods of designing and teleoperating a robot to
deliver an intervention. The hypotheses we evaluated include:

H1: Therapists require less time to plan and design an in-
tervention using the VR rather than the kinesthetic interface.

H2: There will be a difference in the number of errors
produced by a therapist during in-person, VR, and kinesthetic
intervention delivery. Namely, therapists will produce the
most errors with the kinesthetic interface.

H3: There will be a difference in the time it takes a
therapist for in-person, VR, and kinesthetic intervention
delivery. Namely, therapists will require the most time with
the kinesthetic interface.

H4: Therapists will rate the VR interface to have a higher
usability than the kinesthetic interface.

H5: Therapists will rate the VR interface to have a lower
workload than the kinesthetic interface.

A. Participants
The participants in this study included the therapists deliv-

ering the RMI and the children receiving the interventions.
All participants were recruited from an ABA autism clinic.

The inclusion criteria for therapists were: 1) working at
an ABA clinic; and 2) no prior history of seizures with
VR. We recruited ten participants but only eight participants
(one male and seven females) with ages ranging from 22-
33 (µ=25.13, σ=4.05) completed the study. Two participants
withdrew due to lack of availability. Our male to female ratio
was representative of the population as a large proportion of
individuals practicing ABA are female [47]. The inclusion
criteria for the children were: 1) 3-8 years old; 2) DSM-V
diagnosis of ASD [48]; and 3) has not mastered the skill of
emotion recognition. Prior to the study, skill mastery was
evaluated by the BCBA-D presenting to the children the
six emotions to be taught in the interventions and having
them name the emotion. Only children unable to name the
emotions correctly were included in the study. In total, we
had 4 child participants (3 males and 1 female) with an age
range of 4-6 (µ=5, σ=0.95).

B. Emotion Recognition Intervention
A board-certified behavior analyst-doctoral (BCBA-D)

developed an ABA emotion recognition intervention. The
children were taught to recognize emotions only from an
individual’s body language, without facial expressions nor
sound effects. We chose this intervention because a challenge
faced by individuals with ASD is recognizing emotions [49],
and recognizing them from body language is relevant during
COVID-19 as facial expressions are occluded. Furthermore,
recent research suggests that reading body language may be
a more effective approach for an individual with ASD to
recognize emotions than other facial cues [50]. This inter-
vention also allowed therapists to experience teleoperating
the robot to interact using verbal/nonverbal communication.

The interventions followed standard ABA clinical proce-
dures and were broken down into three components. First, the
therapist teleoperator would ask the child how they (i.e. the
robot) are feeling while presenting an emotion using only the
robot’s movements. Initially, a vocal prompt of the correct
emotion was provided until the child was able to respond
correctly without the prompt. Second, the child would then
be provided an opportunity to respond to the question. Third,
the therapist teleoperator would then respond to the child
either with: 1) social praise if they answered correctly or 2)
follow-up with a prompt for the correct emotion if the child
answered incorrectly or provided no response. This three
step sequence defines a single discrete trial and a complete
intervention consisted of nine trials. Each intervention aimed
to teach three emotions by presenting each emotion three
times in a randomized order. The three emotions taught in
an intervention were randomly chosen from six emotions:
happy, scared, sad, surprised, angry, and tired.



C. Study Design and Procedure
A within-subjects experiment was designed for each thera-

pist to be trained to control Pepper using VR and kinesthetic
interfaces and then independently plan, design, and imple-
ment a robot-based emotion recognition intervention, Fig. 2.
The experiment was reviewed by an IRB and consent was
obtained from all participants. The study was divided into
three days for each participant: 1) the therapist delivering the
intervention to the child in-person; 2) the therapist designing
the RMI and delivering mock interventions with each of the
interfaces; and 3) the therapist delivering real interventions to
a child by controlling the robot using each of the interfaces.
Participants were video recorded for post study analysis.

1) Day 1: The goal of day 1 was for the therapists
to familiarize themselves with the intervention. Following
typical clinic procedures for new interventions, the BCBA-
D provided instructions on the intervention design and ran-
domly assigned three emotions to the therapist to teach. The
therapist then implemented the intervention with a child.

2) Day 2: The goal on day 2 was to train the therapists
to utilize the two interfaces and allow them to experience
the process needed to deliver a new intervention with a
SAR. After being trained with each interface, the participants
planned and designed their own robot-based emotion recog-
nition intervention. They then delivered a mock intervention
with an adult stand-in that simulated responses from a child.
The order the interfaces were presented was counterbalanced.

VR Interface - The training session for the VR interface
consisted of a researcher explaining and demonstrating that
the VR equipment would allow the participant to perceive
(i.e., hear or see) what the robot perceives and control the
robot’s arms, head, and speech. The participant practiced
controlling the robot while it faced a mirror, which provided
visual feedback of the robot’s movements. Once the partic-
ipant indicated they were ready to deliver an intervention,
they delivered their mock intervention.

Kinesthetic Interface - The kinesthetic interface training
session began with a walkthrough of Choregraphe, Fig. 1b.
The participants were taught how to create a robot behavior
(i.e., motion trajectories and/or speech) and were guided
by the researcher through a creation of a sample behavior.
Namely, the creation of each behavior consisted of two
steps: 1) recording a motion trajectory by physically guiding
the robot’s joints through the desired path via kinesthetic
teaching and 2) recording an audio file with a microphone so
it can be played back on the robot’s speakers for the behavior.
Once the components of a behavior have been recorded, the
behavior is made available as a list item with a unique ID
on a graphical user interface containing all available robot
behaviors. Selecting the behavior with a mouse click will
result in the recorded behavior being replayed on the robot.

Once confident from the walkthrough, the participant was
asked to create robot behaviors for their emotion recognition
intervention without assistance. Participants then ran a prac-
tice intervention to confirm they had all the behaviors to run
an intervention, with the chance to add or change behaviors.
A mock intervention was then run with a researcher. The

Fig. 2. a) VR Interface, b) Kinesthetic Interface, c) Mock Intervention

participant could hear and see from the robot’s perspective
by wearing headphones and viewing a stream of the robot’s
camera from a monitor. The participant conducted the inter-
vention by selecting with a mouse the appropriate behaviors
from the list of robot behaviors they created.

3) Day 3: The goal of day 3 was to have the participants
use the two teleoperation interfaces to deliver the interven-
tions they prepared on day 2, this time conducted with a child
with ASD. The child receiving the treatment was chosen
according to schedule availability. The order of the interfaces
used by each participant was the same as on day 2.

D. Measures and Data Analysis
Therapist performance and efficiency in planning, design-

ing, and implementing an RMI was evaluated using three
measures: intervention planning and design time, treatment
integrity, and intervention time. These measures were used
for the VR and kinesthetic interfaces and were defined as:

Intervention planning and design time refers to any time
the participant put towards creating and/or practicing their
intervention. For the kinesthetic interface, this consisted of
the participant planning and creating their behaviors using
Choregraphe. For the VR interface, it was the amount of time
the participant practiced their intervention with the SAR in
front of a mirror.

Treatment Integrity refers to the extent to which the
intervention was implemented successfully [51]. In the emo-
tion recognition intervention this was evaluated according
to the correct application of the components of an ABA
discrete trial. The components included: establishing a child
is looking at the participant before presenting an instruction;
presenting an instruction using the same actions defined by
the intervention protocol provided by the BCBA-D; provid-
ing a prompt by presenting the correct emotion after the
instruction; providing a prompt with the correct delay after an
instruction; re-presenting an instruction when a child makes
an error; reinforcing a child with social praise (e.g., ”great
job!”) within 5 seconds of a correct response; and ending
a trial by providing verbal feedback that a child’s response
was incorrect (e.g., “let’s try again). Not all components are
required in each trial because the requirement of a component
is dependent on a child’s response. Treatment integrity was
calculated as the total number of correctly implemented
components divided by the total required components and
converted to a percentage. Treatment integrity was collected
for interventions implemented with the child on days 1 and
3. Treatment integrity was coded by two independent re-
searchers on 50% of the data with an interobserver agreement
of 100% using the trial-by-trial method.



Intervention times refers to the time required to imple-
ment an intervention. Only behaviors that pertained to the
intervention were included in measuring intervention time for
both interfaces. Again, intervention time was only collected
on days with the child, days 1 and 3.

Participant perceptions of usability and workload towards
the interfaces were also measured using the System Usability
Scale (SUS) [52] and NASA Task Load Index (NASA-
TLX) [53], respectively. These post-task questionnaires were
administered on days 2 and 3, after the participants utilized
each interface to implement an intervention. In total, four
questionnaires were administered to each participant. Open-
ended questions were also administered to investigate partic-
ipants’ user experience with the interfaces.

After collecting the data, a two-tailed paired t-test was
conducted to test hypotheses H1, H4, and H5 with the
VR and kinesthetic interfaces as the conditions for each
dependent variable. Prior to running the two-tailed paired
t-test, we confirmed the dependent variables were normally
distributed using the Shaprio-Wilk test. A repeated measures
ANOVA was conducted for H2 and H3 with the in-person,
VR, and kinesthetic interventions as the conditions for the
dependent variables. Shapiro-Wilk and Mauchly’s tests were
used to test for normality and sphericity, respectively. When
sphericity was violated, a Greenhouse-Geiser correction was
applied. An α = 0.05 was set for all tests.

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

All participants were capable of designing and planning
an RMI using both the VR and kinesthetic interfaces. On
average, participants designed and planned the intervention
faster with the VR interface (µ=523.4s, σ=235.9) than the
kinesthetic interface (µ=1631.6s, σ=1068.5). There was a
statistically significant difference in time required by ther-
apists for designing and planning an intervention using the
VR compared to the kinesthetic interface (t(7)=−3.093,
p=0.017), which supports H1. This finding aligns with the
short answer responses from participants stating that the
kinesthetic design and planning were more labor intensive
and required significant preparation.

The average treatment integrity for the in-person in-
tervention was 84.0% (σ=17.5). The VR interface used
to teleoperate the robot in delivering the intervention to
the child resulted in a similar average treatment integrity,
83.7% (σ=12.7). When participants used the kinesthetic
interface with the child there was a decrease in the av-
erage treatment integrity to 52.9% (σ=22.5). There was
a statistically significant difference in treatment integrity
between in-person, VR, and kinesthetic intervention delivery
(F (1.208, 8.453)=15.374, p=0.003). Post hoc tests with a
Bonferroni correction revealed that the difference in treat-
ment integrity between in-person and VR was not statistically
significant (p=1.000), but between in-person and kinesthetic
was statistically significant (p=0.021). The difference in
treatment integrity between VR and kinesthetic intervention
delivery was also statistically significant (p=0.008), which
supports H2. Participants reported it was easier to implement

the components of an intervention using VR and participants
found it easier to adapt to a child’s changing needs.

The participants required on average 83.4s (σ=22.4) to
deliver the intervention in-person, 148.4s (σ=20.8) using
VR, and 235.8s (σ=122.4) using the kinesthetic inter-
face. There was a statistically significant difference be-
tween in-person, VR, and kinesthetic intervention delivery
(F (1.072, 7.504)=10.491, p=0.012). Post hoc tests with Bon-
ferroni corrections revealed there was a statistically sig-
nificant difference in intervention time between in-person
and VR (p=0.002), as well as in-person and kinesthetic
(p=0.013). There was no statistically significant difference
in intervention time between VR and kinesthetic delivery
(p=0.247). Therefore, H3 was not supported. The rejection of
H3 is likely explained by participants indicating they would
need more practice with VR to use the robot more efficiently.
Additionally, one survey indicated that it was more difficult
to tell the system what to do instead of doing it themselves.

On average, participants rated the usability of the VR
interface with a SUS score of 63.75 (σ=11.1) for the mock
intervention, and 53.75 (σ=16.6) for the intervention with
a child. Participants rated the usability of the kinesthetic
interface with a SUS score of 52.19 (σ=13.5) for the mock
intervention, and 44.38 (σ=10.5) for the intervention with
a child. With a higher SUS score in the mock and real
interventions with a child, the VR interface demonstrated
better system usability. However, there was not a statistically
significant difference between therapists’ SUS scores for
the interfaces during the mock (t(7)=1.527, p=0.171) or
real interventions (t(7)=1.309, p=0.232). This suggests that
H4 was not supported in this study. A common challenge
brought up by participants with the VR interface was their
lack of body awareness and slight differences in embodiment.
In the future, we plan to investigate the addition of a third
person perspective of the robot to provide visual feedback
and improve usability.

The workload between the VR and kinesthetic interface
for the mock interventions were similar, but for the real
interventions with the child, the VR interface had lower
perceived workload. Participants, on average, rated the work-
load of using the VR interface with a NASA-TLX score of
55.67 (σ=17.9) for the mock intervention and 56.83 (σ=12.6)
for the real intervention. Participants’ average rating for
workload using the kinesthetic interface was 59.67 (σ=12.1)
for the mock intervention and 71.21 (σ=12.0) for the real
intervention. Participants perceptions on workload between
the VR and kinesthetic interfaces during the mock interven-
tion (t(7)=−0.574, p=0.584) and intervention with children
with ASD (t(7)=−1.784, p=0.118) suggests that there was
no statistically significant difference. Hence, H5 was not
supported. The workload scores for using the VR interface,
for both the mock and real interventions, coincided with
the median NASA-TLX global workload scores typically
observed with robot operation tasks [54]. This is expected
because therapists need to constantly adapt to the learning
needs of a child which can result in high mental demand.

Overall, this study demonstrated that participants had



positive perceptions towards using the robot for intervention
delivery and therapists can be trained to design and imple-
ment their own RMI. In general, participants were better at
utilizing VR rather than kinesthetic to deliver interventions.
Namely, their performance using VR was on par with in-
person interventions in terms of treatment integrity. Partici-
pants could also design and plan interventions faster using
VR over the kinesthetic interface. Furthermore, all partici-
pants found VR more natural for delivering interventions and
most participants found VR to be more adaptive to children’s
changing behavior than the kinesthetic interface.
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